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PSNC LPC Implementation and Support Subcommittee Agenda 

For the meeting to be held on Tuesday 10th March 2015 

at Mercure Windsor Castle Hotel, 18 High Street, Windsor, SL4 1LJ 

commencing at 1.30pm 

 

Members: Christine Burbage (Chair), Mark Collins, Raj Morjaria, Kirit Patel, Umesh Patel, Anil Sharma, Faisal 
Tuddy. 

Apologies for absence 

At the time of preparing the agenda there were no apologies for absence. 

Minutes of previous meeting and matters arising 

The minutes of the meeting held on 13th January 2015 were shared with the subcommittee and can be 
downloaded from the PSNC website. 

Agenda and Subcommittee Work 

Below we set out progress and actions required on the work plan areas for the year. The subcommittee is 
then asked to consider the reports; to address any actions required; and to comment on the proposed next 
steps.  

The next steps identified at the last meeting with passed target dates remain as a reference for the Report 
section. 

 

1 Assist LPCs to promote pharmacy service provision to local commissioners 
Status 

 

Report:  

The office is continuing to populate the online services database with information on locally commissioned 
services being supplied by LPCs.  

We have worked on the service prospectuses for local commissioners and the list of services we suggest 
including in each prospectus is attached in Appendix 02/03/15. The appendix also includes two of the 
suggested prospectus service entries for discussion (attached separately).  

The Preparing bids and business cases workshop from last year was repeated on 26th February. This training 
supported LPCs with building relationships with commissioners and preparing a business case for pharmacy 
services. The Getting your message across seminar to support communications with commissioners and 
others was also held on 4th and 11th February. The feedback of both events was excellent and a detailed 
report is under below heading 4 Help LPCs to improve their effectiveness by provision of support and training. 

Every LPC was asked to send to us material produced by LPCs to promote community pharmacy services to 
commissioners to contribute to the library of good practice in LPCs. There was a response from Doncaster and 
Nottinghamshire LPCs which will supplement the material we already have and the work on the prospectus 
reported in the agenda. 

A report on the conversations with LPC Chief Officers and Chairs in the actions from the last meeting 
(additional support needs), together with other LPC feedback on support needs, including support for 
promoting pharmacy services to commissioners is below under heading 4 Help LPCs to improve their 
effectiveness by provision of support and training. 

 

Recent articles on minor ailments and flu services have highlighted the urgent care resilience toolkit for local 
use. While reviewing the need for further comms to promote the toolkit to local commissioners we 
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recognised the need for PSNC to find ways to promote a whole range of messages to commissioners on an 
ongoing basis (eg about repeat dispensing, clinical audits, toolkits, local service successes etc). We have 
therefore decided to create email lists for commissioner groups so that we can send them tailored content 
more regularly. Analysis of our email subscriber lists shows we have almost 400 CCG members subscribed and 
nearly 100 people working in Area Teams so we will use these subscribers as a starting point. 

Subcommittee Action:  

The subcommittee is asked to consider the prototype prospectus entries and the list of services for inclusion. 
Note that our intention is to publish the prospectuses as Word documents so that LPCs can personalise them 
eg using local data/contact details, but we may also want to consider having some professionally printed up 
and distributed to commissioners either directly or via LPCs. 

Next Steps:  

Once a critical mass of services database entries have been added, work will 
commence to distil key information about each service type on the database in order 
to provide useful information summaries to support LPC discussions with 
commissioners. A spread sheet detailing services by LPC and commissioner is being 
populated alongside the population of the database, which will allow the Committee 
to monitor changes in local service commissioning 

 

On-going 

Complete the service prospectuses following agreement on the templates with LIS  May completion 
(although this may 
depend on 
commissioners/LPCs 
coming back to us 
with quotes etc) 

Revise the Think Pharmacy materials developed by a number of LPCs for use in all 
areas  

 

May (documents to be 
aligned with the 
prospectuses) 

Create email lists for CCG and Area Team email subscribers and design targeted email 
newsletters for each group  

April 

Send regular updates to commissioners via these new emails; early emails will cover 
repeat dispensing, flu service results, clinical audit, and the urgent care toolkit  

 

April and ongoing 

Promote commissioner emails more widely via LPCs and following analysis of our 
subscribers to identify any ATs/CCGs who are not yet receiving them  

 

May and ongoing 

Contact each LPC for material produced by LPCs to promote community pharmacy 
services to commissioners to contribute to the library of good practice in LPCs 

                             

January 

Discuss with a group of LPC Chief Officers and Chairs any additional support needs 
and include reference to support for work with local commissioners 

 

                      

 March  

Work on any additional support needs agreed by the subcommittee at the March 
meeting  for implementation or further consideration at the next meeting  

May 
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2 Promote models of efficient and successful LPCs 
Status 

 

Report:   

Mike King was invited to a meeting of Berkshire, Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire LPCs on 18th February. 
Oxfordshire and Berkshire have agreed to merge and will become Thames Valley LPC with effect from 1st April 
and an announcement on the Chief Officer is imminent. Buckinghamshire LPC prefers not to merge at the 
moment but may do so in the future. The meeting considered the strategy, structure and budget for the new 
committee and PSNCs guide on merging LPCs continues to inform the process. 

LPOSS - PSNC’s prospectus of PSNC support for LPCs – was updated in February. Existing support materials 
relating to LPC structures – LPC options for restructuring; checklist for merging LPCs- have been reviewed and 
updated as necessary. The material refers to the HR aspects of restructuring and in March a workshop for LPC 
on employment law and personnel management being led by Irenicon will ensure LPCs are aware of HR 
matters when restructuring. 

The change from Area Teams to larger sub regions and the LPC alignment with the new sub regions is set out 
in Appendix 03/03/15. In all but one case the LPCs area fits with the sub region – the exception being Avon 
which falls across two sub regions: South Central and South West. 

The alignment of the new sub regions and the current PSNC regions show some PSNC regions are unaffected 
and for others there are sub region areas covered in part by more than one PSNC regional representative: 

Yorkshire and Humber (new sub region): formed from North Yorkshire and Humber AT (David Broome), 
South Yorkshire and Bassetlaw Area Team (Garry Myers) and West Yorkshire AT (David Broome) 

North Midlands (new sub region): formed from Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire AT (Garry Myers) and 
Staffordshire and Shropshire AT (Raj Morjaria) 

Central Midlands: formed from Leicestershire and Lincolnshire AT (Garry Myers) and Hertfordshire and South 
Midlands AT (Bharat Patel) 

East: formed from East Anglia AT (Anil Sharma) and Essex AT (Bharat Patel) 

South Central: formed from Thames Valley AT (Gary Warner) and Bath, Gloucestershire, Swindon and Wilts 
AT (Andrew Lane) 

London: becomes one sub region covering PSNC’s London North Thames region (Prakesh Patel) and London 
South Thames region (Indrajit Patel) 

Sub regions with no overlapping of PSNC regional representatives: 

Cumbria and North East – Mark Burdon 

Lancashire and Greater Manchester – Mark Collins 

Cheshire and Merseyside – Ian Cubbin 

West Midlands – Raj Morjaria 

Wessex – Gary Warner 

South East – Ian Hunter 

South West – Andrew Lane 

There is no need for LPCs to seek recognition by the new sub regions or change their constitutions. 

Subcommittee Action: 

The subcommittee is asked to note the impact of the new sub regions on LPCs and consider what guidance if 
any is required at this stage.  

The subcommittee is asked to note the impact on some PSNC regions.  
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Next Steps:  

Review existing support material and update as necessary  February 

Ensure LPCs are aware of HR matters when restructuring  March 

Consider impact on LPCs and PSNC regions of changes to AT (sub-region) geography  March 

Identify and congratulate publicly LPCs rated highly by the PSNC self-evaluation tool – 
celebrate success at the LPC Chairs and Chief Officers meeting  

June 

The LPCs in the Spotlight series continues                                          On-going  

Continue to encourage LPCs to report successes and share good practice                             On-going 

Support as required LPCs planning to merge using each as a case  study on the 
process, structure, ways of working and benefits from  the reorganisation 

On-going 

Give examples of good LPC structures   On-going 

 

3 Support LPCs in addressing contracting challenges through provider companies 
and other routes 

Status 

 

Report:  

North Yorkshire LPC held a contractor meeting on 28th January to explain the background and plans to form a 
provider company- Mike King and Steve Lutener attended the meeting. Those present were in favour of a 
provider company but felt the national pharmacy bodies should consider how they could support the running 
of provider companies on ‘back office’ matters such as identifying and responding to tender opportunities 
and  processing claims for payment. A major stumbling block with the PSNC template for a company limited 
by guarantee is that CCA members cannot be involved.  

A contractor vote in Humber LPC area had given the approval for the setting up of a provider company. The 
vote in North Yorkshire will be in March. 

The PSNC guidance on forming provider companies has been reviewed. Additional guidance was issued in 
December based on the experiences of the small number of early adopters.  

The PSNC Survey Monkey asked LPCs about provider companies: 

Q4 Which of the following best represents your LPC's current position on forming a provider company? (29 
respondents) 

Not interested   

3.45% (1) 

Not progressing at the moment- we will wait and see 

55.17% (16) 

We have discussed in the LPC and are sounding out contractors 

34.48% (10) 

We are well on the way to forming a provider company   

6.90% (2) (North Yorkshire LPC and Humber LPC) 

 

Q5 If your contractors are supportive of a provider company, either now or possibly in the future, would you 
like PSNC to help with the provision of 'back office' functions such as scanning for tenders and responding to 
tenders? (34 respondents) 

Yes 73.53% (25) 

No 26.47% (9) 
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The Survey Monkey report includes comments from LPCs on these questions – the report is in Appendix 
04/03/15. 

This matter is being discussed at March PSNC meeting. 

Subcommittee Action: 

No action proposed – pending the outcome of the PSNC discussions. 

 

Next Steps:  

Update guidance based on experiences with early adopters  

 

March 

Provide support material for LPCs involved  with third party provider companies ( e.g. 
Virgin Care) 

 

March 

Review at the LPC Chairs and Chief Officers meeting 

 

June  

Share good practice and experiences of LPC involvement with provider companies  

 

On-going 

Work on a one-to-one basis with LPCs considering  facilitating the setting up of a 
provider company 

 

On-going 

Monitor commissioning trends to tailor support needs  On-going 

 

4 Help LPCs to improve their effectiveness by provision of support and training 
Status 

 

Report:  

Support needs  

The responses to the Survey Monkey question: Thinking of other areas of your LPC business and 
administration, is there any activity which you feel is being duplicated across LPCs that could be provided 
centrally? – provided the following suggestions: 

Payroll and accountancy  

Accountancy services  

Standardise LPC accounts template and reporting  

Business case development for a core set of services, for example,. NHS Health Checks - if we had a range of 
off the shelf generic SOPS, recommended competency and training requirements etc that would be so helpful  

Newsletters, website admin, application admin, accounts admin - thinking more like a Gtr Manchester base 
than a national PSNC one.  

Commissioning support  

Commissioning support  

Admin support - More doc templates, accounts software purchase Comms - PSNC communicate with LPC it 
would help if PSNC comms has space for LPC logo then we could send to contractors  

It would be useful to have a central repository of HR policies ie health and safety that are applicable to the 
LPC office environment  
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Supporting contractors with EPS implementation and related EPS issues  

Provider company establishment business case template, template budget spread sheet for NHS Eng -- they 
might want similar format for all area teams?  

Employers Liability Insurance 

Negotiating fees and specifications for enhanced services at local level  

Development of service specifications and negotiations of fees for such services.  

Formulation of tenders for standard service contracts and the development of pathways  

Provider Company- surely it makes sense to have one company across the area team or a National Company 
with templates of business cases which can be used and varied according to local needs. Also this way we 
save overall admin costs and do not reinvent the wheel. Across London we are having discussions for a single 
Provider Company.  

Salary management 

Pensions  

Marketing of community pharmacy: can learn from Pharmacy Voice? 

Communications Back Office (Website maintenance etc) Accounts payment Prep of annual accounts & CT 
submission i.e typical areas of IT, HR & Finance functions  

Mailshots, database management  

1. Telephones contracts 2. Internet contracts  

Payroll, HR on-going support (bit like what NPA provides for pharmacies)  

Not necessarily centrally but certainly regional Contract Applications Comms and PR - personalised at local 
level with a toolkit  

In our area CPGM is resolving such issues around administration but this is in on-going development  

Additional suggestions from conversations with LPC Chief Officers, Chairs and members and feedback from 
events: 

Help with strategic planning, leadership, e-learning, promoting what LPCs do, bank of job descriptions, market 
entry master class repeat , deal for teleconferencing contract, help put responses together for market entry 
applications, bid template, repeat preparing bids seminar, costing bids, commissioning vehicle. 

Employers liability insurance  

The following question was posed in the Survey Monkey : PSNC is reviewing what services can be provided 
centrally to LPCs. If an LPC employs staff on a contract of employment it must hold Employers Liability 
Insurance(ELI). Which of the following best represents your LPC? The answers were as follows: 

We don't employ staff on a contract of employment 29%  

We employ staff but don't have ELI 18%  

We employ staff and have purchased ELI 53% 

Recent training  

Preparing bids and business cases 26th February: on a score of 1-5 ( 1= very poor, 5=very good) the questions 
on value of presentations, value of discussions, overall rating for the day 100% rated 4 or 5 with very positive 
comments from 20 delegates. 

LPC Master class – Getting your message across February 4th  and 11th : on a score of 1-5 ( 1= very poor, 
5=very good) the questions on value of presentations, value of discussions, overall rating for the day 100% 
rated 4 or 5 ( including good number of ‘straight’ 5s) with very positive comments from 27 delegates. 
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PharmOutcomes 

Uptake: 52 LPCs not yet assessed/started and 25 have done the assessment. All LPC members have been 
contacted again to encourage participation and this will continue. CCA will be supporting this.   

Leadership skills  

The following leadership training providers have been reviewed: CPPE, RPS Leadership Framework, Cardiff 
University, Kings Fund, NHS Leadership Academy, and Institute of Leadership. Whilst the CPPE and RPS are 
aimed at pharmacists they tend to be more clinically based. Cardiff University is comprehensive and a long 
course but appears to be beyond the needs of LPCs. We are looking at another option with potential 
sponsorship and there will be a further update at the meeting. 

Other reports 

A template risk register has been produced and is in the LPC Resources section of the PSNC website. 

The guidance on producing LPC communications plans has been produced and this will be promoted on the 
LPC newsletters this month. Following queries from some LPCs and our own experiences with twitter we are 
revising the social media guidance to ensure it will best meet LPCs’ needs – this will be ready and promoted in 
March. The general guidance for LPCs on their websites has been updated and is available online. We have 
also planned a series of ‘top tips’ emails to website managers to help them get the most out of the sites in the 
coming months. There may be a need for some additional training to help LPCs to do more with their 
websites but the survey of LPCs on training needs later this year will assess demand for that. 

Examples of LPCs getting press coverage have been highlighted in CPN this month; and we have published 
articles on flu vaccination schemes and alcohol intervention schemes to highlight local service successes. This 
has included some work with the pharmacy press. 

 

Subcommittee Action: To review the format and timelines for the LPC Conference 2015 set out at Appendix 
05/03/15. 

The subcommittee is asked to review the report on additional support needs and the Survey Monkey 
responses to consider what additional support could be provided to LPCs by PSNC, in particular the provision 
of employers liability insurance ( costs for an overarching policy will be available at the meeting). 

 

Next Steps:  

Promote use of the LPC self-evaluation tool on PharmOutcomes, get feedback from 
existing users, then identify LPCs who have not completed the evaluation and 
encourage participation. Target LPC members to highlight benefits and encourage 
completion. Feature in CPN. Encourage publishing on LPC website. Review at March 
LIS meeting 

March and ongoing 

 Identify from the self-evaluation LPCs needing additional support , discuss with PSNC 
regional representative  and discuss support needs with LPC 

June 

LPC Viewer Dashboard – aggregating locally commissioned services, MURs, NMS: 
identify and contact LPCs that have not signed up; promote heavily to LPCs and action 
that can be taken by LPCs when needed, emphasise governance 

June 

In consultation with a group of LPC Chairs and Chief Officers prepare proposals for a 
PSNC LPC Leadership programme include CPPE programme 

March 

Consider LPC support needs in the implementation of the 2014/15 settlement and 
mandate for 2015 

On-going  

 

 

Survey LPCs on support and training needs including  additional options for the 
delivery of training and LPC administration that could be provided nationally by PSNC 

April 
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Review uptake and feedback on PSNC resources and follow up LPC training  to 
monitor the impact and reinforce learning  

 

On-going 

Expand the Best Practice Library with HR material developed by LPCs and LPC 
business and administration material 

June  

 

Continue to highlight LPCs news and good practice in PSNC communications On-going 

Produce communications guidance for LPCs to help them to use social media March publication 
and promotion 

 

Produce top tips emails to help LPC website managers to get the most out of their 
websites  

March and on-going 

Highlight examples of LPCs getting local press coverage to help them with this task On-going  

 

Highlight examples of successful local services as identified from the services 
database 

On-going  

 

Produce risk register for LPCs based on discussions at LPC financial management 
seminar  

 

January 

 

5 Provide the best possible information and support to contractors and pharmacy 
teams 

Status 

 

Report: 

The office regularly publishes PSNC Briefings to provide information and guidance for contractors and LPCs on 
topical issues. The PSNC Briefings published since the last subcommittee meeting are set out at Appendix LIS 
06/03/15. They can all be downloaded from http://psnc.org.uk/briefings. 

The improvements to the website have now gone live and we are promoting the new features (the special 
containers database; is it allowed database; briefings database; page printing functionality) in CPN and via 
social media. 

We have also been implementing plans to make our contractor and LPC communications more user-friendly. 
Strategies have included using infographics to explain statistics in our communications; updating the LPC 
newsletter template to include more frequent event reminders; including committee member statements in 
articles to make key points; increased use of factsheets in CPN; using one-off breaking news alert style 
newsletters when we have key news to report; using twitter to highlight resources on a more regular basis; 
and refreshing the homepage of the website more frequently. We have also worked on a more 
comprehensive and updated style guide to ensure consistency in all PSNC communications. 

Following the launch of some staff member twitter accounts we have been monitoring the situation and 
working to engage with new stakeholders as well as to improve our existing twitter account to make it more 
engaging and relevant for pharmacy teams. The new twitter accounts have added some workload but also 
brought some benefits and these are highlighted in a short report in Appendix LIS 07/03/15. We are looking 
at ways to ensure staff members are not duplicating effort on twitter and will report again on progress in 
May.  

Proactive communications in the past month have covered a range of topics including business continuity; 
EPS; flu vaccination services; briefings on prescription direction; an update on the carer friendly pharmacy 
project and results from the NSAIDs audit. We have worked closely with the pharmacy press to ensure their 
understanding of the ESP situation and we have contributed comment articles to C+D and Pharmacy 

http://psnc.org.uk/briefings
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Magazine on service development. Following criticism of PSNC in Pharmacy Business we also submitted a 
comment article from the vice-chair to reiterate key messages about PSNC and its work. 

Some of the planned settlement communications have been delayed, in some cases due to delays in NHS 
England which have meant we have been unable to publish key documents, but an update is included in the 
following table. 

Repeat dispensing The announcement of the change in ToS was made via the website, CPN 
and a special newsletter. Alongside this we published guidance for 
pharmacy teams (PSNC Briefing 004/15) and we have updated existing 
resources including the posters and leaflets for pharmacies to use and 
the guide for GPs. We are are in discussion with Lloyds who have some 
case studies from which we will be able to write further features for 
CPN; and we will feature the five reasons to do the service in comms this 
month eg on social media. Once we have set up the CCG email list we 
will promote the service and GP resources via the targeted newsletters, 
and we will provide press releases and letters for LPCs this month as 
planned. 

Patient safety incident 
reporting 

We have announced the delay in implementation through our comms 
channels but continue to stress the importance to the profession of 
reporting errors. This point was made in the comment piece for 
Pharmacy Magazine and we will continue to tweet reminders and 
encouragement (including the reasons to do this) to pharmacy teams. 

Emergency supply audit We featured the audit on the front page of last month’s CPN and on our 
website and helped LPCs to ensure a good split between the audit 
periods across their regions. The publication of the guidance on the 
audit has been delayed by NHS England so we have not been able to 
communicate about this as much as we would have liked. However, we 
have prepared news items, newsletters, tweets and top tips to use as 
soon as it is available. We will also work on a short video guide to 
explain the audit. Following the audit we will brief CCGs via the 
commissioner newsletters and consider comms when we have the full 
results. 

Medicines Use Reviews We have updated PSNC’s resources on this and also discussed the new 
target groups in meetings with relevant charities. The RPS is now 
beginning some work to improve engagement with the public about 
pharmacy services and we expect that MURs will feature as part of that 
and we will work with the RPS on this. We have not yet contacted 
Healthwatch but will consider this as part of a broader attempt to make 
contact and build relationships with them.  

New Medicine Service Following the APPG meeting a letter is being sent by patient groups to 
NHS England to ask for an extension of the service. When this letter has 
been finalised we will use it as a hook to base some of our own comms 
on. Again we will promote the NMS to GPs via the new commissioner 
emails. 

 

Subcommittee Action: To review progress and next steps. 

 

Next Steps:  
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Over the next two months proactive communications and press work will 
cover: 

 Flu vaccination service results 

 The NMS 

 Repeat dispensing case studies 

 EPS 

 PSNC’s ongoing work (eg on ESPs/prescription direction) 

 
 
April 
April 
April 
March 
On-going 

Continue to focus on user-friendliness in our communications applying all the 
principles identified above (eg use of infographics and committee member 
comments) to communications. 

On-going  

 

Begin applying the updated style guide and principles to the website, starting 
with the PSNC’s work section and moving through the others over the year. 

Review of PSNC’s 
Work pages to be 
carried out in April 

Work to plan a webinar on endorsing requirements for later this year. 

 

To be planned and 
booked in by April 

Continue to use and review achievements on social media. On-going with 
report to LIS in May 

 

Use the new commissioner emails to promote: 

 MURs 

 The NMS 

 Repeat dispensing 

 The clinical audit 

 

 

April 

May 

April 

May 

Produce draft press releases and template letters for LPCs on the repeat 
dispensing service. 

April 

 

Produce some new PSNC video content on recent work, beginning with 
prescription direction, and produce a plan for PSNC videos this year. 

April 

 

6. Any other Business 

LPC reports to LIS - to review the results of the Survey Monkey report in Appendix 04/03/15 (included 
separately) not already considered and agree any action to be taken. The report in the agenda will be sent to 
all LPCs and the subcommittee is asked if the list of respondents be included. Is the subcommittee happy for 
the Survey Monkey approach to be used for the next LIS meeting report? 
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Appendix LIS 02/03/15 

Suggested services for local service prospectuses  

Services for clinical commissioning groups (CCGs) 

1. Emergency supply (Devon and CPWY)  
2. Domiciliary MURs (Croydon or Cornwall) 
3. Care homes (CPWY)  
4. On demand availability of specialist drugs (Coventry for TB meds, Cumbria for IV antibiotics, Avon 

for palliative care) 
5. Gluten free food service (Cornwall and IoW) 
6. Inhaler technique (Manchester)  
7. Falls prevention (Doncaster and CPF) 
8. Diabetes support service (Devon) 
9. Anticoagulation service (Kent) 
10. Reablement service & post discharge MURs (IoW & South Staffs) 
11. Independent Living (medicines assessment & compliance support) (Barnsley) 
12. Healthy Start vitamins distribution (Lambeth, Southwark & Lewisham) 
13. Respiratory service (Leicestershire & Rutland) 

 

Services for local authorities 

1. Sexual health (emergency hormonal contraception, chlamydia, contraception supply & C-card 
condom supply) (Avon) 

2. Stop smoking service & NRT voucher scheme (CPWY) 
3. Weight management (IoW) 
4. Alcohol screening & brief intervention (Cheshire & Wirral)  
5. Needle & syringe exchange (Cheshire & Wirral) 
6. Supervised consumption (East Sussex)  – this LPC also has alcohol level testing in this service) 
7. Directly observed treatment of tuberculosis (DOT) service (City & Hackney) 
8. NHS health check (Cumbria) 
9. Dry blood spot testing (Hepatitis B, Hepatitis C and HIV testing) (City & Hackney) 
10. Healthy Start vitamins distribution (Lambeth, Southwark & Lewisham) – can be commissioned by 

both CCG & LA so suggest including same service info in both packs 
11. Domiciliary MURs (Croydon or Cornwall) 
12. Falls prevention (Doncaster and CPF) 
13. Reablement service & post discharge MURs (IoW & South Staffs) 
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Appendix LIS 03/03/15 

 

March 2015 

Local Pharmaceutical Committees mapped to NHS England’s 
sub regions 
 
NHS England has four regions: North, Midlands and East, South and London. 
 
LPC NHS England sub region 

North 

Cumbria Cumbria and North East 

County Durham & Darlington 

Gateshead & South Tyneside 

North of Tyne 

Sunderland 

Tees 

Ashton, Leigh & Wigan Lancashire and Greater Manchester 

Bolton 

Bury & Rochdale 

Lancashire 

Manchester 

Oldham, Tameside & Glossop 

Salford & Trafford 

Stockport 

Barnsley Yorkshire and the Humber 

Doncaster 

Humber 

North Yorkshire 

Rotherham 

Sheffield 

West Yorkshire 

Cheshire and Wirral Cheshire and Merseyside 

Halton, St Helens & Knowsley 

Liverpool 

Sefton 
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Midlands and East 

Derbyshire North Midlands 

North Staffordshire 

Nottinghamshire 

Shropshire 

South Staffordshire 

Bedfordshire Central Midlands 

Hertfordshire 

Leicestershire & Rutland 

Lincolnshire 

Northamptonshire 

Birmingham West Midlands 

Coventry 

Dudley 

Herefordshire 

Sandwell  

Solihull  

Walsall 

Warwickshire 

Wolverhampton  

Worcestershire  

Cambridgeshire & Peterborough East 

Essex  

Norfolk  

Suffolk & Great Yarmouth  

South 

Avon
#
 South Central 

 

 

 

 

* From 1
st
 April 2015, these LPCs will merge to form Thames 

Valley LPC. 

Berkshire* 

Buckinghamshire 

Gloucestershire 

Swindon & Wiltshire 

Oxfordshire* 

Avon
#
 South West 

 

 

Cornwall & Isles of Scilly 

Devon 
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Somerset 
#
 Avon LPC’s area falls across two sub regions. 

Dorset Wessex 

Hampshire & Isle of Wight 

East Sussex South East 

Kent 

Surrey 

West Sussex 

London 

Barnet, Enfield & Haringey   

Bexley, Bromley & Greenwich  

Brent & Harrow  

Camden & Islington  

City & Hackney  

Croydon  

Ealing, Hammersmith & Hounslow  

Hillingdon  

Kensington, Chelsea & Westminster  

Kingston, Richmond & Twickenham  

Lambeth, Southwark & Lewisham  

North East London  

Sutton, Merton & Wandsworth  
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Appendix 05/03/15 

Procedure and time table for the LPC Conference 4th November 2015 

Venue: ICC Birmingham 

Timing: 10.30am- 4.15pm 

Background for new LPC members 

The annual meeting of LPC representatives is an event when all LPCs meet to discuss current issues affecting 

their contractors, make representations to PSNC on their behalf and input into the PSNC planning process. 

Each year the PSNC holds a two day planning meeting to decide on its priorities for the following year.  LPCs 

told us that the LPC Conference should held before PSNC planning meeting so that discussions at the LPC 

Conference can inform that meeting. 

The number of representatives an LPC can send to speak and vote at the meeting depends on the number of 

contractors represented by the LPC and details are on the PSNC website in the LPC Resources Centre. 

The first part of the day is an account from the PSNC CEO on PSNC’s work and updates on current issues 

followed by a Q&A. 

The format of the LPC Conference has been set by LPCs. It involves LPC regions each submitting up to two 

topics for discussion and once all the topics have been sent in the four most popular topics are discussed on 

the day. There is a pro-forma in the LPC Resources Centre for submitting topics for debate. The outcomes 

arising during the discussion are voted upon and taken to the PSNC planning meeting if carried.  

There are rules for discussion which will be sent to all delegates in advance of the meeting and are also 

available on the PSNC website.. 

The Conference moves around the country and this year it is being held at the International Convention 

Centre Birmingham on 4th November before the PSNC planning meeting on the 10th and 11th November.  

Topics for discussion 

Most of the topic areas fall into defined areas – and when submitting topics for discussion LPCs should 

consider topics in the following areas: 

 Funding 

 Services 

 LPC Support 

 IT 

 Communications 

 Other 

PSNC will publish all submissions from all regions so there is transparency in the process by which PSNC 

selects the topics for discussion. 
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If there are insufficient topics for four strong and different discussions the agenda will be adjusted to make 

the best use of the time available- this could include an external speaker.  

LPCs are encouraged to send delegates who have the confidence to comment in open discussions. 

Discussion outcomes 

Clear outcomes from the discussion are needed with a procedure for testing the level of support. Outcomes 

can be agreed and voted on during the course of the discussion. At the end of each discussion Conference will 

be asked to agree propositions for any outstanding outcomes from the discussion, these will be voted on by 

delegates using electronic voting to show instant results on the screen. 

Voting 

There will be one vote per LPC delegate at the Conference and to maximise the representation of contractors 

views PSNC strongly encourages LPCs to send their maximum number of delegates.  

At the end of the Conference the PSNC CEO will summarise PSNC’s response to the outcomes and the next 

steps; the result of the votes and PSNC response will be sent to all LPCs following the Conference. 

Conference timings 

As last year there will be 4 topics (subject to the above) for discussion with 45 minutes allocated for each 

topic; the chair be permitted to bring the debate to a close in less than 45 minutes if it runs out of steam. The 

close of Conference will be 4.15pm at the latest to allow time for voting if needed but will close earlier if all 

business has been completed. 

Time table for topics for debate 

LPCs have told us that determining topics for discussion on a regional basis worked well and should continue.  

The PSNC regions are used as the regional groupings. There are 13 PSNC regions and each regional group can 

send up to two topics for discussion. As last year for each topic regions are asked to specify in one sentence 

the topic for discussion then a brief description of the issues and action that could be taken to address the 

issues. As the outcomes are used to inform PSNCs forward planning, strategic topics on the direction LPCs 

would like community pharmacy move forward are helpful.  

All LPCs will be holding regional meetings over the next few months and determining your topics for 

discussion should be an item on your agenda.  However before the regional meeting individual LPCs should 

meet or use another way of considering the discussion proposals they want to be put to the regional meeting 

and mandate those attending the regional meeting to put those forward and take part in discussions to agree 

the two topics that will be submitted by the region without needing to go back to the LPC for ratification. 

 The way in which the topics are determined at the regional meeting is down to the LPCs concerned but it 

could simply be LPCs in the group listing the key issues, discussing their merits and shortlisting to give two 

topics which should be in priority order and sent to mike.king@psnc.org.uk  by Monday 17th August at the 

latest using the pro-forma on the PSNC website. We will send you reminders of the final date for submitting 

topics for discussion. 

LPC meetings and dates for regional meetings will vary and LPC Chief Officers  in each region should liaise and 

agree a local timetable to ensure LPC proposals are agreed,  a regional meeting is held and proposals finalised 

to fit with the 17th August deadline for submitting topics. 

mailto:mike.king@psnc.org.uk
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We want to avoid repetition of issues for discussion so once all the topics for debate are received we will 

identify up to four most popular and distinct themes for discussion and agree the wording for the agenda 

with the regions involved in each topic. If there are fewer than four strong the agenda will be adjusted to 

make sure delegates get the best value from the day. 

How to register delegates 

Once your LPC has decided on its representatives there should be one group booking for each LPC made by 
the LPC Chief Officer using the link below. Please book by Monday 26th October: 

Add link 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact mike.king@psnc.org.uk for further information. 

 

 

  

Timelines 2015 

Monday 17th August final date for submission of topics for discussion from LPC regions 

 17th – 27th August top topics identified and the wording for the discussion topics prepared. All the 
topics suggested by LPCs will be posted for information on the PSNC website 

Friday 28th August Conference papers published 

Monday 26th October closing date for registering LPC Conference delegates 

Wednesday 4th November LPC Conference - Birmingham 

 

mailto:mike.king@psnc.org.uk
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Appendix LIS 06/03/15 
 

PSNC Briefings issued since the last subcommittee meeting 

All the PSNC Briefings listed below can be downloaded from http://psnc.org.uk/briefings. 

PSNC Briefing 010/15: Update on the Health and Care Landscape (February 2015) 
This briefing is part of a series issued regularly by PSNC to inform pharmacy contractors and LPCs of 
developments in the wider health and care landscape beyond community pharmacy. 

PSNC Briefing 009/15: Promotion of Pharmacy premises (February 2015) 
This briefing describes what a pharmacy promotional leaflet must and must not contain and also the steps 
that pharmacists should take if their patients are receiving promotional leaflets which are not in accordance 
with the rules. 

PSNC Briefing 008/15: Directions of Prescriptions (February 2015) 
Prescription direction should not take place. Patients must be allowed a free choice between any community 
pharmacy. The patients are entitled to take decisions about where they want their prescriptions to be 
dispensed; therefore, if a patient prefers to use a particular pharmacy, the NHS Constitution requires that this 
preference is respected. This briefing explains what GP practitioners and pharmacists must and must not do. 

PSNC Briefing 007/15: Analysis of Seasonal Influenza Vaccination Services 2014/15 in England 
(February 2015) 
Following an email survey and a review of seasonal influenza (flu) service specifications and other associated 
documents, PSNC has conducted an analysis on the different flu vaccination services commissioned across 
England during the 2014/15 flu season. This PSNC Briefing provides a summary of this analysis which may be 
of particular interest to LPCs developing proposals for a seasonal flu vaccination service in their area or those 
who are reviewing their existing seasonal flu vaccination service for the 2015/16 flu season 

PSNC Briefing 006/15: Analysis of Minor Ailment Services in England (February 2015) 
Following an email survey and a review of minor ailment service (MAS) service specifications and other 
associated documents, PSNC has conducted an analysis on the different MAS commissioned across England. 
This PSNC Briefing provides a summary of this analysis which may be of particular interest to LPCs developing 
proposals for MAS in their area or those who are reviewing existing MAS. 

PSNC Briefing 005/15: March 2015 Drug driving legislation change (February 2015) 
New drug driving legislation coming into force on 2 March 2015 makes it an offence to drive with a blood 
concentration level above certain limits for specific drugs. Contractors will need to ensure their pharmacy 
team understands the implications of the legislation change for their patients and this briefing is intended to 
help support that learning by explaining the change and highlighting useful support materials. 

PSNC Briefing 004/15: Increasing use of the NHS Repeat Dispensing service (February 2015) 
From 1 March 2015, a change to the Community Pharmacy Contractual Framework (CPCF) means pharmacies 
in England are required to give advice about the benefits of the repeat dispensing service to appropriate 
patients. This PSNC Briefing will assist community pharmacy teams both in meeting this new requirement and 
ensuring their repeat dispensing procedures are up to date. 

PSNC Briefing 003/15: Smartcard software transition (February 2015) 
This PSNC briefing provides pharmacy contractors and LPCs with information about an upcoming change with 
NHS Smartcard software. Some Smartcard users will need to take action to ensure their smartcards function 
during and after the transition. The transition takes place 21st-22nd February 2015. 

PSNC Briefing 002/15: Update on the Health and Care Landscape (January 2015) 
This briefing is part of a series issued regularly by PSNC to inform pharmacy contractors and LPCs of 
developments in the wider health and care landscape beyond community pharmacy. 

PSNC Briefing 001/15: Support for carers – how community pharmacy teams can help (February 
2015) 
This PSNC Briefing describes the important role that carers play in supporting patients and the NHS and 
explains how community pharmacy teams can help carers in their work. 

http://psnc.org.uk/briefings
http://psnc.org.uk/the-healthcare-landscape/psnc-briefings-the-healthcare-landscape/psnc-briefing-01015-update-on-the-health-and-care-landscape-february-2015/
http://psnc.org.uk/contract-it/psnc-briefings-pharmacy-contract-and-it/psnc-briefing-00115-promotion-of-pharmacy-premises-february-2015/
http://psnc.org.uk/contract-it/psnc-briefings-pharmacy-contract-and-it/psnc-briefing-00815-directions-of-prescriptions/
http://psnc.org.uk/services-commissioning/psnc-briefings-services-and-commissioning/psnc-briefing-00715-analysis-of-seasonal-influenza-vaccination-services-201415-in-england-february-2015/
http://psnc.org.uk/services-commissioning/psnc-briefings-services-and-commissioning/psnc-briefing-00715-analysis-of-seasonal-influenza-vaccination-services-201415-in-england-february-2015/
http://psnc.org.uk/services-commissioning/psnc-briefings-services-and-commissioning/psnc-briefing-00615-analysis-of-minor-ailment-services-in-england/
http://psnc.org.uk/contract-it/psnc-briefings-pharmacy-contract-and-it/psnc-briefing-00515-march-2015-drug-driving-legislation-change/
http://psnc.org.uk/services-commissioning/psnc-briefings-services-and-commissioning/psnc-briefing-00415-increasing-use-of-the-nhs-repeat-dispensing-service/
http://psnc.org.uk/contract-it/psnc-briefings-pharmacy-contract-and-it/psnc-briefing-00315-smartcard-software-transition/
http://psnc.org.uk/the-healthcare-landscape/psnc-briefings-the-healthcare-landscape/psnc-briefing-00215-update-on-the-health-and-care-landscape-january-2015/
http://psnc.org.uk/services-commissioning/psnc-briefings-services-and-commissioning/psnc-briefing-00115-support-for-carers-how-community-pharmacy-teams-can-help/
http://psnc.org.uk/services-commissioning/psnc-briefings-services-and-commissioning/psnc-briefing-00115-support-for-carers-how-community-pharmacy-teams-can-help/
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Appendix 07/03/15 

Benefits from increased PSNC presence on twitter 

In January 2015 the main PSNC account had 3,240 followers – this number is steadily increasing. We sent an 
average of 2.3 tweets per working day and these are focused on promoting PSNC news, resources and 
information; directing people to the PSNC website. 
 
Three staff members now have twitter accounts and this year have been tweeting to: 
 

 Repeat messages from the main PSNC Twitter account. 

 Promote news stories/ webpages/ briefings/ guidance/ other resources from PSNC website. 

 Share tweets from other pharmacy/healthcare accounts and individuals. 

 Maintain good working relationships with individuals (LPC members and relevant healthcare 
leaders) by retweeting their comments and having open discussions on certain topics. 

 

The examples below illustrate how some of these have been achieved and show some of the benefits and 
engagement this has brought. In addition monitoring twitter has enabled us to spot criticisms (eg those 
published in Pharmacy Business) and work to address those (eg we responded with an article in Pharmacy 
Business and to questions on ESP with an update on our website). 

 

Promoting PSNC’s work 

Zoe: LPCs: look out for copies of the Pharmacy Manifesto heading your way to help with MP visits. Going in 
the post today! http://www.pharmacymanifesto.com 

 

Promoting good examples of pharmacy services directly to other users 

Alastair: Delivery driver service is perfect example of com pharm acting at the heart of the community. Well 
done @NigelHughes6 and @WestYorksPolice! 

Alastair: @ashsoni0607 @DoncasterLPC @KcwLpc and @Rosieanntaylor showcases the Lambeth service in 
her PSNC Briefing 

 

Promoting relevant training materials 

Rosie: Dedicated section on @epilepsysociety website for pharmacists, really useful info 
http://www.epilepsysociety.org.uk/forpharmacists#.VMZlR_6sV5A … #checkitout #PharmacyHour #CPD 

 

Engaging with other attendees and stakeholders while at healthcare events 

Alastair: @InCommissioning @NHSEngland Julia Simon - NHS Eng developing new model contracts that could 
usher in new models of care 

Rosie: @rob_darracott #PharmUCL pharmacy should be fundamental part of urgent and emergency care 

 

Promoting pharmacy-related news stories from elsewhere 

Zoe: Just in case anyone missed it: http://www.theguardian.com/society/2015/jan/20/pharmacists-key-
solving-a-and-e-crisis-nhs … 

 

http://t.co/qFbHUG0sSV
https://twitter.com/NigelHughes6
https://twitter.com/WestYorksPolice
https://twitter.com/ashsoni0607
https://twitter.com/DoncasterLPC
https://twitter.com/KcwLpc
https://twitter.com/Rosieanntaylor
https://twitter.com/epilepsysociety
http://t.co/eKEoZqI5WX
https://twitter.com/hashtag/checkitout?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/PharmacyHour?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/CPD?src=hash
https://twitter.com/InCommissioning
https://twitter.com/NHSEngland
https://twitter.com/rob_darracott
https://twitter.com/hashtag/PharmUCL?src=hash
http://t.co/FdEh1Yzpeo
http://t.co/FdEh1Yzpeo
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Encouraging national healthcare bodies to remember pharmacy 

Zoe: @ProfKevinFenton @KcwLpc @PHE_uk @NHSEngland Diabetes prevention pilot sounds great; will 
community pharmacy play a part? 

 

Responding to queries raised about our articles 

[Query - @ABuxtonPSNC can't believe you call the pharmacy a shop!!] 

Alastair: @Clairewynn It was a quote from a pharmacist, not our words. I agree with you and have passed the 
feedback to our comms team. @ZSmeatonPSNC 

 

Correcting other users tweeting about pharmacy and PSNC 

Alastair: @CandDSamuel Delay is to non-anonymous reporting not anonymous reporting. Key message - we 
need more PSI reports from com pharmacy! 

 

https://twitter.com/ProfKevinFenton
https://twitter.com/KcwLpc
https://twitter.com/PHE_uk
https://twitter.com/NHSEngland
https://twitter.com/ABuxtonPSNC
https://twitter.com/Clairewynn
https://twitter.com/ZSmeatonPSNC
https://twitter.com/CandDSamuel

